The interpretation of the infrared and Raman spectra of polyconjugated polyfuran prepared by electroreduction of 2,5-dibromofuran is presented as the result of lattice dynamical calculations. Geometries and vibrational force fields are derived from semiempirical calculations carried out on oligomers and the parameters are used for the polymer, Finally, it is shown that the infrared and Raman spectra of polyfuran pristine and doped are accounted for by effective conjugation coordinate theory, thus showing that this material also constitutes a polyconjugated material.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of electrical conductivity and nonlinear optical properties of polyconjugated organic polymers has opened a new very important field of modern material science. In the present days the synthesis of new materials which may simultaneously exhibit the easy processability of classical polymers and the electrical properties of metals or semiconductors is attracting the attention in industrial and university laboratories.1-3 A very large amount of experimental and theoretical work has been done on the prototipe material, polyacetylene (PA), which, however, has not reached the chemical and mechanical properties required for technological applications.
In the past few years the class of polyheteroaromatic compounds has been the center of great interest because of the high electrical conductivity, chemical stability, and satisfactory processability. Among these polymers polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene ( PTh) and their derivatives has been thorougly investigated. However, polyfuran (PFu) has received less attention probably because of the difficulty to synthetize a regular polyconjugated material.
The chemical polymerization of monomer furan produces thin and brittle films, but these polymers lack an extensive degree of conjugation,b6 they contain variously hydrogenated furan units and cannot be doped to a highly conductive state. Polyconjugated PFu was first claimed by Tourillon et aL7 and later by Kaneto et aL* to be obtained in the oxidized form from anodic coupling of furan in acetonitrile, but their results seem to be contradictory, i.e., conductivity is reported to be similar as PTh and PPy (a=lO' S cm-1)7 or as low as 10U5 S cm-';* moreover, the polymers were not fully characterized, either spectroscopically or electrochemically. In any case, the high voltage required for the anodic coupling [1.8-2.5 V vs Ag/ Ag+ (Ref. S)] could result in irreversible oxidation of the polymer. '-' ' On the other hand, Zotti et al. I2 have obtained neutral PFu following the cathodic route to polyconjugated polymers,13 i.e., by electroreduction of 2,5-dibromofuran by using Ni (bipy ) 32+ as catalyst, an approach which in addition guarantees the positions of linkage of the monomers. Infrared spectroscopy, elemental analysis, and mass spectroscopy confirm that this material is constituted by 2,5-linked furan units and indicate a degree of polymerization at least of 100. This polymer can be doped by immersing the films into a CH2C12 solution of I2 at 20 "C.
Recently, as a new step toward elucidation of the correlation between the molecular structure and physical properties of this material, we have studied the Raman and the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of PFu recorded in the pristine (neutral) state -and upon chemical doping. l4 These preliminary experimental results seem to indicate that PFu also constitute a polyconjugated material.
The contributions from vibrational spectroscopy to the field of conducting polymers have been and are relevant and unique since vibrational spectra provide simultaneous and selective information on the structure of a polymer and on its charge distributions. However, only recently the theoretical aspects for the interpretation of the dynamics and of the vibrational spectra of, conducting polymers have reached a development which may justify, in a general way, the whole set of vibrational data on a given polymer in various physical conditions. '5-20 In this paper we aim at the interpretation of the vibrational spectra of PFu in the pristine and doped states as the results of lattice dynamics calculations and in the light of the concepts developed via the effective conjugation coordinate (ECC) theory.i7.'* Our work is organized in the following way: First, we present the experimental vibrational data which we wish to explain. After we calculate using semiempirical methods the minimum energy ground state geometries of a few oligomers, derive the electronic parameters associated with these structures, derive dynamical parameters such as vibrational force constants and frequencies, and transfer the force field to the calculation of the phonon dispersion curves of PFu as 1D lattice. Finally, we apply the ECC theory for the understanding of the vibrational spectra of the pristine and doped material.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL
PFu has been produced by electroreduction of 2,5-dibromofuran in acetonitrile by using Ni(bipy)32f as catalyst. Polymerization occurs at potentials in the range -1.7 to -2.0 V vs Ag/Ag+ via binuclear organonickel complex. Red polymer films (&,,,,=420 nm, Es,,=2,2 eV) are reversibly oxidized at 0.45 V and reduced at -2.5 V. Details of the electrosynthesis are described elsewhere.12 The doping of PFu was performed by immersing the films into a CH2C12 solution of I, at 20 'Cl4 We have recorded the infrared and Raman spectra of PFu in the pristine state and upon doping with iodine. Raman spectra were measured in resonance conditions on a Jobin Yvon U-1000 spectrometer fitted simultaneously with a Arf and Krf plasma lasers and infrared spectra were recorded on a FTIR Perkin Elmer 1760 X spectrophotometer. The spectra have been already reported but not fully studied, the experimental details are given elsewhere.14 The experimental data on which we wish to focus our attention are the following:
(i) Raman spectra of undoped PFu have been recorded at different exciting wavelengths (647.1, 514.5, 488.0, and 476.5.nm) . All the Raman spectra are recorded in resonance conditions. The Raman spectrum of PFu shows the following lines (in cm-'): 397 (weak); 974 (sharp,medium); 1022 (medium); 1283 (medium); 1550 (very weak) ; and 1597 (very strong). As early pointed out in others conducting polymers,21'22 all but one Raman lines seem practically independent from the frequency of the exciting line. (ii) Spectra recorded employing various laser excitation wavelengths show that as A,,, decrease only the line at near 1590 cm-' shifts appreciably to higher frequencies, 1604 cm-' (476.5 nm)-1592 cm-' (647.1 nm), as Fig. 1 shows. Dispersion in frequency with excitation wavelength is thus observed.
(iii) PFu has been doped by chemical method.14 Similarly to polyacetylene and others conducting polymers, upon doping a complex new spectral structure appears and dominates the infrared spectrum of the pristine material. As can be seen in Fig. 2(b) , the infrared spectrum after doping consist of at least five strong bands centered at 1526,1430,1167,1093-1065, and loo0 cm-' accompained by many other bands which sometimes seem reminiscent of the spectrum of the pristine material (see Table I ). The intensity enhancement of the doping induced spectrum is not as dramatic as in the case of polyacetylene, as shown by the fact that the doping induced strongest infrared bands are comparable in intensity with the out-of-plane deformation of the C-H mode near to 780 cm- '. noise in the overall spectrum (Fig. 3) . Thus, as in the case of other polyconjugated materials, the Raman spectrum observed from the doped polymer is just that of an undoped component, at least -at low or middle doping levels. As in the case of PTh, in the low frequency region the presence of a medium band at 163 cm-' and a weak band at 106 cm-' indicates that both I; and I; species are present as counterions in the doped material.21 (b) Ill. GROUND STATE EQUILIBRIUM GEOMETRIES AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES (iv) An experimental fact is that the Raman spectrum recorded of the same sample of doped PFu as the infrared spectrum of Fig. 2 , shows the same frequency lines that the Raman spectrum of the pristine material, but with lower intensity as can be seen by the decrease of the ratio signal/ The semiempirical quantum chemical method MND023 has been applied sucessfully for the prediction of the ground state geometry and the vibrational properties .of a few oligomers of heteroaromatic conducting polymers as PTh,24,25 PPY,~~ poly-p-phenylenevynilene (PPV) ,27 and poly-p-phenylene (PPP) .28 From these calculations one can also derive the relevant electronic properties: ionization potential, Ip; energy of the band gap, Eg; and bandwidth, BW. One can compare structural, dynamical, and electronic properties as a function of the number of monomer units. Recently, we have also applied MNDO crystal orbital calculations to evaluate the electronic and structural parameters of the polymer taken as a 1D lattice.29
First, a full geometry optimization is carried out on each system by energy minimization procedures in which all geometrical parameters are allowed to change with the exception of the torsional angles between rings; in other words, with the only constraint of keeping the molecule anticoplanar since we refer to materials in the solid state. Although there is no experimental evidence for the geometrical structure of PFu, the anticoplanar conformation is in agreement with solid state geometries obtained from x-ray diffraction data for 2,2'-bipyrrol and 2,2',5',2"-terpyrrol,30 for 2,2'-bithiophene,31 and with recent x-ray diffraction studies on PTh (Ref. 32) and some alkyl derivatives33'34 which indicate that in the solid state the polymer backbone is in the "anti" conformation at least at low temperature. Moreover, the infrared and Raman studies carried out on 2,2'-bifuran35 prove that this molecule is anticoplanar in the crystal state. The structural and electronic properties of noncoplanar molecules have been also calculated and the results presented and discussed in Ref.
36.
The chain length dependence of the calculated geometries and of the electronic properties of (Fu) n (n = 1 to 4) are listed in Table II . The same table include the most important results of the calculations of the energy band structure for the periodic PFu, PPy, and PTh using the MNDO-CO Hamiltonian. From the table it is clear that, within this semiempirical method, the calculated geometries do not change substantially with conjugation length. Indeed, the geometrical parameters for the monomer are in good agreement with the experimental data3' as can be seen in Table III . On this basis we decided to use in our dynamical calculations of PFu the geometry obtained for the polymer in the MNDO-bands calculations. Bond orders and electronic properties (Ip, Eg, and the electron affinities, EA=Ip -Eg) are more sensitive to the Z-electron delocalization. The calculated Eg in the polymers are found to decrease in the order PPy > PFu > PTh. This trend is in agreement with the experimental results 1293873g although the absolute values are much larger than'the experimental ones (2-2.5 eV) as usually found in all the SCF methods. From the calculated Ip and EA values of the polymers we can predict that PFu should present middle properties between PTh and PPy for forming conductive materials through oxidative or reductive doping processes.
IV. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

A. Methods
On the optimized molecular geometries of the oligomers we have calculated the harmonic force fields from which normal vibrational frequencies and the corresponding vibrational atomic displacements in the 3N Cartesian coordinates are derived. In the MNDO approximation, as and MNDO calculated geometry of furan. Distances in A and angles in degrees. in the rest of the quantum chemical methods, the harmonic force constants are always expressed in Cartesian coordinates X. Generally, in molecular dynamics internal vibrational coordinates R are adopted,w3 where R represents a set of bond stretching, angle bending or torsional coordinates. For finite molecules local (three branches) and cyclic redundancies normally occur and can be completely removed by defining a new set of 3N-6 symmetry or group coordinates S orthogonal to the redundancy conditions. As in the case of PTh (Ref. 25) and PPY,~~ in this paper we follow the method proposed by Pulay et al.44 to remove systematically all the redundancies which occur in our sysjl~_ . terns. Moreover, the Pulay coordinates can be applied consistently to ail the systems studied, oligomers and polymer, in such a way that the numerical values can be compared throughout the series of molecules.
In matrix notation the linear transformations between coordinates are R=Bx and S =UR. Then the potential energy in Cartesian coordinates iv=x 'F,x ( 1) can be re-expressed in terms of the S coordinates as
For the solution of the vibrational problem for finite molecules we follow Wilson's method3' and solve the eigenvalue equation
where G, is the kinetic energy matrix, which contains information about the atoms which constitute the molecule and their equilibrium positions, Fs is the matrix of the Pulay force constants, L, the matrix of the vibrational am-'plitudes, and A is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. The normal frequencies yj, in cm-', can be obtained from eigenvalues, /2, with the relation Yi= (;li/4~C2) 1'2. It is known that MNDO, like any other semiempirical or ab initio quantum chemical method, overestimates the frequencies and the calculated force constants, especially the diagonal stretching terms. It is customary to introduce a set of scaling factors which are applied to the force constants in order to reduce the discrepancies between calculated and experimental data. As in the previous papers,25-29 we follow the method of scaling proposed by Pulay et al.45
B. Molecular dynamics of oligomers
The vibrational spectrum of monomer furan has been the subject of a very large amount of experimental work.46 Consequently, we have carried out dynamical MNDO calculations on this molecule with the unique purpose to take out the necessary information in order to find the Pulay scaling factors of the force constants required to bring dynamical calculations on the polymer closer to experiments. In Table IV we report the comparison between the experimental frequencies and the calculated ones based on the scaled and unscaled force constants for monomer furan. As can be seen in the table, concerning the in-plane Al and B, modes, the greatest deviations between experimental and scaled frequencies take place for the two Y(C-0) modes and the S (C-H) mode of higher frequency. This is due to the fact that these three modes are strongly coupled in our potential function. However, the fitting between experimental and scaled frequencies can be considered very good in the light of the fact that not least-square refinement of the force constants have been made after scaling. An approximate description of each normal mode is obtained in term of the potential energy distribution matrix (PED) commonly adopted in molecular dynamics. The scaling factors obtained for furan, reported in the last column of Table IV , have been extended to the case of the other oligomers of PFu. The scaling factors of the force constants associated to the inter-rings coordinates have been borrowed from the works of the oligomers of thiophene.25.47
For sake of brevity we report in Tables V and VI only the diagonal force constants and some interaction force constants which refer to the skeletal stretchings of the tetramer (the complete sets of calculated force constants for all the molecules studied are available upon request to the authors). In Table V we notice that diagonal force constants are very reasonable compared with the experimental values available in the literature on similar molecules4* The scaled MNDO force field for the tetramer can be used, in a first approximation, for the study of the polymer. On this basis we can draw some conclusions on the structure and properties of this material.
(i) The ratio F(C=C)/F(C-C) between adjacent bonds within the ring is 1.17 in the inner rings of tetrafuran and can be compared with the values 1.28, 1.13, and 1.05 obtained in tetrathiophene,25 tetrapyrrole,26 and quaterphenyle;*' thus showing that the r-electron delocalization within the ring in tetrafuran is not so great as in quaterphenyle and tetrapyrrole, but is greater than in tetrathiophene. This means that between the four systems, (Th), has the greatest "polyenic" character, we use the polyenic character to name the increase of the electronic density on the C-C backbone within the rings. This fact can be understood in terms of electronegativity of the het- eroatoms. The N and 0 atoms pull in electrons more than the S atoms. S atoms thus allows electrons to be more delocalized along the chain. The inter-ring delocalization does, however, take place as shown by the diagonal interring stretching force constant F (C-C*) and mainly by the interactions terms between the skeletal C-C bonds of one ring and its nearest neighbor rings (Table VI) . As indicated by the calculated bond length for the interanular bond (Table II) also the value of F (C-C*) shows that the contribution from the quinoid structure is small, but not negligible.
(ii) Interaction force constants are large for the nearest neighbor, but rapidly decrease with increase the distance of interaction. This fact may be due to the intrinsic limitations of the MNDO method. It means that when we transfer to the polymer the vibrational constants derived from the tetramer we neglect small, but non negligible, contributions originated from these interactions, thus arbitrarily introducing a confinement length.
(iii) An important fact is that for the C!=C/C-C skeleton the alternation of signs of the bond-bond interactions is also predicted by MNDO in agreement with that proposed by Kakitani49 and first found experimentally from the spectra of many aromatic5a-53 and polyconjugated54 systems: C=C/C=C and C-C/C-C interactions should be negative, while C=C/C-C terms should be positive. The long molecular chains of PFu can be considered as a one dimensional crystal since intermolecular forces are extremely weak compared with the intramolecular ones.55 Translational periodicity is accounted for by introducing the Born-von Karman cyclic conditions5w1 which allow to define phonon coordinates in terms of the 1D wave vector k. The Wilson GF matrix method can be extended to lattice dynamics. The eigenvalue equation of the one dimensional lattice system is, in matrix form
where Gs( k) and Fs( k) are
where n is the cell index defining the extent of interaction between unit cells. The normal frequencies and the corresponding vibrational displacements are obtained from the A(k) and L,(k), respectively. The 3N solutions of the Eq. (4) for each value of k can be collected in 3N phonon branches, i.e., in the so-called dispersion curves. When PFu is taken as a 1D lattice of furan units, all coplanar and in "anti''-conformation, the repeat translational unit consists of two furan rings. The factor group of such 1D lattice is isomorphous with the point group D2h The dispersion relation of the phonons contains 28 branches for the in-plane motions of which 26 are optical and 2 acoustical. Phonons with k=O are distributed in the following irreducible representations: 7A,(Ra,p) +7B,,(Ra,dp) +GB,,(ir) +6B,,(ir).
For the out-ofplane modes we expect 12 optical and 2 acoustical branches with k=O phonons distributed as follows: 3&,(Ra,dp) +3B2,(Ra,dp) +3&,(ir) +3&t -). The g modes are Raman active and of those the seven A, in-plane k=O modes are expected to be selectively enhanced since the spectrum was recorded in resonance conditions.62 No experimental distinction between various infrared species can be made unless orienting the polymer by stretching.
As discussed before the geometrical parameters for the construction of the G, matrix were calculated by means of the MNDO-CO band calculations. In Fig. 4 we report the complete set of optimized geometrical parameters for the translational repeat unit of PFu used throughout our futher dynamical calculations. The force field obtained from the tetramer and discussed in Sec. IV B has been used for PFu. In the build of the force field for the in-plane vibrations we have employed a set of 147 different values of force constants, 9 of those correspond to the diagonal force constants and the rest describe the interactions force constants. At the same time, the force field for the out-of-plane vibrations has been constructed with 23 differents values of force constants, 5 corresponding to the diagonal values and 18 for the off-diagonal ones.
Figures 5 and 6 report the dispersion curves for the in-plane and out-of-plane phonons of the polymer, respectively. In these branches one notices many k independent phonon curves while some others show non-negligible dispersion specially in the low energy range. The flatness of the branches indicates that the corresponding oscillators are not coupled along the chain. This fact may be true or may be only a consequence of the relatively short range force field used. On the other hand, it has been shown17-20 that the value and sign of the interactions between neighboring chemical units affect substantially the shape and dispersion of the phonon branches. This means that the shape of the calculated dispersion curves are strongly dependent on the force field and consequently on the quantum chemical method used in the calculations.
The dynamic calculations done above provide the way to assign the infrared and Raman active k=O phonons for infinite and perfect PFu. The vibrational assignment is guided by the MNDO calculated k=O frequencies and the symmetry of each eigenvector, and normal modes are described in terms of the potential energy distribution matrix and more precisely from the eigenvectors expressed in Cartesian coordinates.
The choice of the experimental frequencies to be paired with the theoretical ones is based on the following criteria:
(i) No coincidence between ir and Raman lines has to be expected if the molecule is coplanar because of the selection rules for the centrosymmetrical systems.
(ii) The lines observed in resonance Raman scattering, for the reason discussed before, originate mostly from A, modes.
(iii) Use is made of the vibrational information learned from the monomer furan, previously studied, and from the theoretical vibrational calculations of the others superior oligomers.
In Table VII we propose an assignment for the optical active k=O phonon frequencies of PFu in the pristine state. It is important to mention that according to D2h symmetry proposed here for PFu, only the 7A, modes are expected to be resonantly enhanced. When CH stretching are neglected, the Raman spectrum may consist of six lines. The Raman spectrum of pristine PFu recorded with il,, =514.5 nm (Fig. 3) shows precisely six lines and support the symmetry considered for the polymer.
Because the differences between the experimental and the theoretical frequencies, mainly in the ring stretching region, we thought necessary to improve the fitting for the in-plane A, B2u, and B,, modes. We used the MNDO scaled force field as a starting set for a least-squares refinement to the experimental data. The fitting process is carried out in the R space for the A, modes (see below) and in group Pulay coordinates for the B,, and B,, ones. The results are also included in Table VII. From Table VII it is possible to derive the conclusion that even the scaled MNDO force field, without any refinement, gives a reliable s&ate of the infrared and Raman frequencies. In Fig. 7 we report the vibrational displacements of the A, normal modes which are relevant for the discussion which will follow in the next section.
V. APPLICATION OF THE EFFECTIVE CONJUGATION COORDINATE THEORY TO PFu
A. The ECC theory
In the preceding section we have presented the results of lattice dynamics calculations carried out on PFu in the pristine state. Phonon dispersion curves have been presented and the corresponding k=O phonon frequencies have provided a vibrational assignment consistent with our presently available experimental data.
The main problem which needs to be solved for the class of polyconjugated electroactive materials is to account for the observed infrared and Raman vibrational spectra of the so-called doped materials which are electrically conducting. The spectra of these compounds show unusual features which can not be understood on the basis of classical spectroscopy and dynamics. New theoretical techniques have been developed by by introducing the so-called effective conjugation coordinate II (ECC). The principles of this theory let us to interpret the spectra of the polymer and to discuss its optical properties in terms of its molecular structure.
The ECC describes the vibrational trajectory which best favors C=C/C-C changes, i.e., which mostly involves the rr electron delocalization along the polymer chain. The R coordinate can be defined as a linear combination of internal coordinates (R or S of Sec. IV A) and can be shown that it always belongs to the totally symmetric irreducible representation (Ag in PFu as 1D lattice). In the case of PA, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ~~ PTh, 64 PPV, 65 and PPP (Ref. 28) all the experimental vibrational data are account for in terms of an unique parameter Fa which represent the symmetry force constant relative to the ECC.
It is known that PA has a double degenerate electronic ground state because of Peierl's distortion, the electronic ground state energy as function of the dimerization amplitude U=Y( C-C) -r(C==C)
shows two equal minima separated by a potential barrier which corresponds to a metallic configuration.66 On the contrary, PFu is one of the systems in which the electronic energy as function of the coordinate which describes the geometrical changes occurring on the polymer backbone shows a absolute minimum (A) and a local second minimum (B). Structrure of A in polyaromatic or polyheteroaromatic systems corresponds to an electronic configuration chemically defined as "arematic," while structure B corresponds to a higher energy state chemically defined as "quinoid," as shown in Fig. 8 . Similarly to the case of PTh (Ref. 64) and PPy (Ref. 63) we have defined in PFu the ECC as that which carries structure A into B. The SI coordinate for PFu has the following form:
where the internal coordinates R's are defined as shown in Fig. 9 and N is a normalization factor. On a molecular level R has symmetry A, and describes a situation in which all double bonds stretch and the single bonds shrink, thus describing a possible trajectory from the aromatic structure A to the quinoid structure B (see Figs. 8 and 9 ). The parameter FE becomes
where F(0) describes the intramolecular potential within the central unit 0 and the term F(O,n) describes the coupling of the central unit 0 with the neighboring unit at a distance n. The coupling considered is only through the highly delocalized Z-electrons because of conjugation. According the Kakitani rule for polyconjugated molecules before mentioned, interactions of the type F(C=C!)/ (C=C) and F( C-C>/( C-C) must be negatives and interactions of the type F(C-C)/(C=C!> must be positives.4g The resulting value of the second term in Eq. (8) is negative and its absolute value increases with increasing Zdelocalization. Thus when conjugation increases the value of FH decreases, it follows that FSI can be considered as a measure of the effective conjugation (for a review, see Ref. 19) . It has been shown that in some cases, Fsr changes linearly with the energy gap between HOMO-LUMO levels and with other electronic 'properties for oligomers. 67 What is physically and structurally important is the calculation of the k=O phonon frequencies and vibrational amplitudes as functions of FSI. In the calculations we focus our attention to the A, block of the eigenvalue equation which contains the 8 as defined in Eq. (7). The Vi/FR curves have been generally called "dispersion" of the totally symmetric modes. It has been shown for the cases of the other polyconjugated polymers studied into this formalism (for a review, see Ref. 68 ) that from the vj/Fx the following information can be derived.
(i) Since Fn reflects the extent and distance of IT electron delocalization along the chain the oligomers and the polymer have different values of Fsx; it follows that the resonance enhanced totally symmetric Raman active modes of oligomers and the polymer should lie along these dispersion curves.
(ii) From the calculations vibrational displacements are obtained, thus providing a quantitative stimate of the contribution by the coordinate R in each phonon along the various vi/J% branches. It has been shown '7-20928963-65 that the intensity of the resonance enhanced Raman lines are proportional to L!& which is the square of the R contribution in the vibrational amplitude of each normal mode. It is thus possible to stimate the behavior of the intensity of the Raman lines as function of a Fsr.
The above treatment is applicable directly to the case of any polyconjugated oligomer or polymer in the pristine state. For doped polymers the Raman spectrum does not provide direct information on the conjugational defect generated by doping. On the contrary it has been shown'g that the doping induced infrared spectrum is still Fs dependent. Because of lowering in symmetry, originally Raman active normal modes become active in infrared, their intensities being proportional again to Lg. Thus a combination of the calculated Vi/FE dispersion curves and of the observed frequencies and intensities provides information on the electronic perturbation or effective conjugation induced upon doping.
B. Dispersion of A, modes of pristine PFu
Following the above dynamical method, we have calculated the frequencies and vibrational amplitudes for the k=O-phonons of A, species as functions of Fsr. In the dynamical treatment we define first a complete set of group Pulay coordinates following the orthogonal transformation S=UR, and then a new set of coordinates is defined by the further orthogonal transformation SI = CS = CUR, where R is a column vector containing the new set of vibrational coordinates which form the basis of a irreducible representation of the symmetry point group of the system.
To obtain a set of frequencies closer to the experimental data the values of the potential flj(Ag) are refined by least-squares procedures to the Raman data of the pristine PFu (these results have been presented earlier in Table  VII modes are given in Fig. 10 . In these curves C-H stretching modes, even if routinely calculated, are neglected also because no experimental data are available for a detailed study. In addition to the frequency dispersion, we have also evaluated the intensity dispersion which are given in Fig.  11 . Let Vi (i= l-6) label the branches in the Vi/F5I plot of Fig. 10 . The general features of both frequency and intensity dispersion with FR already observed for other polyconjugated systems6* are also found in the case of PFu. The v1 mode at large FR values is mostly pure SI, fully decoupled from the other five modes, thus resulting in the strong Raman line (see Fig. 3 ). When conjugation increases, Fsr decreases because of the reasons before mentioned and the mode shifts toward lower frequencies and couples with the other A, modes. Because of the coupling, the strong intensity is redistributed to the other modes. At smaller values of Fsr (i.e., larger effective delocalization) the largest contribution of R is found for v5 at lower frequency.
Let us transfer these prediction to the real case of PFu. According to the concepts discussed above, for short oligomers rr electron delocalization is confined and the values of Fa are higher, an increase of the conjugation length extends the distance of interaction in Eq. (8) and lowers the values of Fsr. In the case of the PFu studied here, the experimental fact is that, from the dimer (Fu)~ to the polymer, v1 changes from 1643 cm-1,35 which corresponds to a Fsr value of 6.1 mdyn/A, up to 1592 cm-', which corresponds to Fsr=5.5 mdyn/A. Thus showing that this totally symmetric mode is chain dependent, i.e., shows a dispersion with chain length, and that conjugation is larger in the polymer than in the oligomers. In Sec. II we have reported the experimental observation that in the Raman spectrum of the polymer, only the line attributable to the vi mode is dependent from the frequency of the exciting line [1604 cm-' (476.5 the observed effect has to be due to a change of the value of FII which affects within this range only to the vi mode. An increase of Fn originates from a confinement of rr electrons possibly due to the existence of shorter PFu chains (i.e., a distribution of chain lengths) and/or because the sample contains fractions of material with conformational defects (i.e., a distribution of conjugational lengths).
In Table VIII we show the comparison between calculated (at Fn=5.5 mdyn/A) and experimental data in both frequency and intensity (as evaluated from Li). As can be seen the fitting between the calculated and experimental spectra is remarkably good, but as in the case of the other polyconjugated systems previously studied,63-64Y68 our treatment fails to properly account for the intensity of the CH in plane deformation modes.
On the other hand, and as early indicated before, an experimental fact is that the Raman spectrum observed from doped PFu is just that of an undoped component. It follows that in the sample a fraction of the material cannot be reached by the dopant molecule because (i) sterical reasons or disorder in the material; (ii) its effective conjugation length is too short and its ionization potential too high, so that it cannot be doped. In the last case, following our theoretical approach, the value of FII should be increased and the corresponding very strong v1 Raman line should move toward higher frequencies. The experimental fact14 is that upon doping the Raman lines have just the same frequency values that in the pristine material, but show a remarkable decrease in intensity. This suggests that in our samples of PFu the doping process is mainly determinated by the former reasons and consequently high doping level cannot be reached.
B. Doping induced spectra
The experimental observations have been already presented before in Sec. II. ECC theory allows an immediate approach to the interpretation of the observed spectra. Doping generates conjugational defects where the original Since, as mentioned before, the Raman spectrum upon doping is just the same that of an undoped component we have to use the doping induced ir spectrum to determinate the effective conjugation. Upon doping the lattice becomes highly polarized, I'-" i.e., charges are displaced within the molecule and vibrational dipole strength is gained thus giving very strong ir activity to originally ir silent modes in the pristine material. These new bands originate from the lowering of the symmetry because of doping. As in the Raman spectrum the doping induced bands selectively and strongly enhanced are those which contain a non negligible contribution by the effective coordinate SI.
With regards to the frequencies since Fn describes an overall change in the electronic structure which occurs upon doping, the experimental observed frequencies must lie on the Vi/FS dispersion curves depending on the dynamical conditions of the system. The value of Fsr which more satisfactorily reproduces the observed frequencies and intensities of the ir spectrum of the doped material is about of 3.75 mdyn/A. In Table IX we show the comparison between calculated and experimental data in both frequency and intensity, owing the limitations of the model the fitting can be considered satisfactory.
As early pointed out the infrared spectrum of doped PFu consists of at least five strong bands accompanied by many weaker bands and shoulders. These bands must be originated from (i) selectively enhanced SI containing modes, (ii) infrared active modes from the fraction of the material which remains undoped, and (iii) infrared active modes from the doped part. As previously pointed out in the case of polypyrro163 also here the spectroscopic study brings up a very important difference between PA or PTh and PFu. In the case of the PA and PTh the enhacement of the SI containing modes dominates the whole spectrum, for PFu the enhancement is not so dramatic and the modes in (ii) and (iii) can still be seen. In the cases of PPy and PFu this fact can be due to the role played by the heteroatom. As have been drawn in Sec. IV B, the polyenic character decreases in the order PTh> PFu>PPy> PPP, i.e., between the four polymers the Z-delocalization along the C-C backbone is greatest in PTh, while the 7r delocalization into the rings is greatest in PPP. This means that, dynamically speaking, PTh is the most similar polymers to the prototype PA and upon doping or photoexcitation the infrared spectrum is dominated mainly by the so called "bipolaronic bands," while in PPy and PFu some different additional new bands can be seen.
The change in the effective conjugation reached upon doping can be evaluated from the difference of the values of Fsr between the pristine and doped states. The measured value of AFn in PFu is 1.75 mdyn/A and can be compared with the values found for other polyaromatic polymers: 2.10, 1.60, and 0.70 mdyn/A for PTh,64 PPY,~~ and PPP,28 respectively. It is shown that between the four polymers, the values of AFsI, which reflects the electronic perturbation reached upon doping, match the trend described by the polyenic character of the polymer. A conclusion seems to be drawn: as the polyenic character increases the electronic perturbation induced upon doping (or photoexcitation) also increases.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The numerical parameters calculated from MNDO-MO and -CO methods and applied to the study of the electronic and dynamical properties of oligomers of furan have provided a very useful framework for further understanding of the dynamics of the 1D lattice PFu in a systematic way. All the theoretical as well as the experimental results indicate that rr electron delocalization does take place and can be experimentally measured also with the vibrational spectra.
The dynamical results indicate that the r electron delocalization along the chain is not so great as is the cases of PTh, but slightly greater than in PPy. This fact can be understood in terms of the electronegativity of the heteroatoms, the N or 0 pull in electrons more than the S atoms. However, inter-ring delocalization is still allowed as can be drawn from the chain length dependence of geometrical and electronic properties.
For the first time efforts have been made to reach a vibrational assignment of PFu in the pristine state not only based on spectroscopic intuition but also based on a systematic, and careful evaluation of the force field obtained from theoretical quantum chemical calculations. Moreover, phonon dispersion curves are proposed which may indicate where neutron experiments could be useful for improving the knowledge in this field. On the other hand, from this work we learn that the vibrational force field directly calculated from MNDO and further scaled is not fully satisfactory and a much better fitting have been obtained when the scaled MNDO force field have been used for a least square refinement to the experimental data. The fitting between experimental and calculated spectra is very satisfactory and indicates that the force field obtained was initially reasonable.
The ECC theory provides a way to carry out in an unified fashion the detailed interpretation of the spectra and dynamics of PFu pristine and doped. On the basis of the ECC theory we have analyzed the vibrational features of PFu in the pristine state and then extended our theoretical treatment to the case of doped PFu. In the light of the concepts developed by the ECC theory one can conclude that what one observed at low or middle doping levels is not the Raman spectrum of the doped material but is only the spectrum of the material which has not been doped from some unknown reasons. The infrared spectrum of doped PFu is well accounted for by the ECC theory. In other words we have shown that the strong doping induced infrared spectrum (no data are available for the photoexcited material) originates from the excitation of normal modes which strongly involve the contibutions by the a bonds. However, unlike the case of doped PA and doped PTh and like doped PPy, intramolecular couplings with other modes make other transitions to absorb with intensities similar to some doping induced bands, this fact parallels to the trends of the polyenic character and the calculated AFsr values, sees to indicate the existence of a relationship between these two magnitudes: the greater polyenic character the stronger electronic perturbation upon doping.
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